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Operator valued generalizations of the integral formula for the classical 
gamma function arise in connection with noncompact semisimple, or reductive, 
Lie groups for which the symmetric space G/K is Hermitian, and they relate to 
various problems in analysis, group representations, and number theory. In 
particular, when the holomorphic discrete series for (7, constructed originally by 
Harish-Chandra [3], is realized in terms of the unbounded form of G/K as a 
Siegel domain, the gamma function plays a decisive role (cf., [1], [2a], [2b], 
[2d], [6a], [6b]). Moreover, the holomorphic discrete series has an analytic 
continuation [7], the full extent of which is controlled by the analytic contin
uation of a normalized version of the gamma function. In general, however, it 
is only when the gamma function is scalar valued, an occurrence which accounts 
for but a small part of the holomorphic discrete series, that the full analytic con* 
tinuation has been determined. In that specialized context, it is known from 
[6b] that Hardy type Hilbert spaces associated to the various boundary compo
nents of G/K appear at the "integer points" in the analytic continuation. 

This note announces rather complete solutions to these problems for the 
conformai group G = (7(2, 2). Specifically, we give the entire analytic contin
uation of the gamma function, the full extent of analytic continuation of the 
holomorphic discrete series, and we introduce some new vector-valued Hardy 
spaces. 

I. The generalized gamma function. Let A = A x A where A = GL(2, C) 
and fix a complete set of irreducible holomorphic finite-dimensional representa
tions X of A such that \(av a2)* = X(flf, #!)• ^et ^ ^e parametrized by a pair 
of highest weights (oy + 2//9 oy), (/ = 1, 2), where a;- and 2lf are integers and 
/;. > 0. Then X = X( • ; ai9 a2, X°) where 

(1) K*v ai) = *toiY*ULa2Y*\%v
 ai) 

with A = det and X° = X°( • ; lv l2) a polynomial representation. Let P be 
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the cone of positive matrices in A . The generalized gamma function for G of 
weight X° is the holomorphic operator-valued function defined by the absolutely 
convergent integral 

rxo(«) - fP e-u^\°(r, rWrr~2dr 

for Re(a) > 1 and elsewhere by analytic continuation. 
The following is the main technical theorem. It is proven from the 

Clebsch-Gordon formula by an involved calculation. 

THEOREM 1. Fix X°. The values I \ 0 ( a ) for Re(a) > 1 form a commuta-
tive family of normal operators having distinct eigenvalues 

Ko T(a + 2/1)r(a + 2/2)r(a + 2/1 + 2/2 + l)r(a - 1) 
7l ( a ) ~ T(a 4- lx + l2 ~ / ) r ( a + lx + l2 + / + 1) 

indexed by I — 1/ j - 1 2 1 , \l% ~ ^ ' + 1 » • • • » h + '2 • 

COROLLARY 1. TTie function a —• T^oCa)^1 extends from Re(a) > 1 to 
aw écrire function of a. 

We remark that in the special case lx = 0 or l2 = 0 (cf., [2a]), T x 0 is 
scalar-valued. 

Let tx0(a) ~ t r ( r x o ( a ~ ^F'r^oC"))» an(* d ef in e the normalized gamma 
function Nx0 by Nx0(a) = f x 0 (« ) I \o (a - 2). 

COROLLARY 2. (i) The function a — • i V ^ a ) - " 1 ö ercftre. 
(ii) If either^ ~ 0 or l2 = 0 (50 JVx0(a) JS scalar), then JVx0(a)~* is 

positive for a > 1, <wd iVx0(l) -"1 » 0. 
(iii) If both lt ¥* 0 awe? /2 ^ 0, f/ien JV^a)**1 à a positive operator for 

a > 2, #ra/ Nx0(2)~l is nonnegative (one eigenvalue is positive and all others 
vanish). 

Let P j - {r G C2 X2: r - r* > 0 and A(r) « 0 } , the rank one boundary 
component of P, and set 

r(\°) = fp e~u(rh°(r,r)dm(r) 

where m is relatively A -invariant measure on P , . 

COROLLARY 3. 77ie operator r (X°) & positive. In fact, T(X°) ~ 
Um^jCr^oteVrCa - l)) - c(k°)Nx0(3), where c(X°) is real and positive. 

II. Analytic continuation of the holomorphic discrete series. We realize 
G IK as the Siegel upper half plane / ƒ = S + W in C 2 X 2 where S = { x € C 2 X 2 : 
* = x*}. The relative holomorphic discrete series for the universal covering 
group G oî G consists of representations T\ * , X) indexed by X as in (1) with 
ot, o2 real and a = ox + o2 > 3 . 7T( • , X) acts in the space H(X°, a ) of 
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holomorphic vector-valued functions F such that 

l,FllxO,a = SH
 , l x0 (y ' y)V2p{?c + iy)^W~*dxdy < <*>. 

When ox and o2 are integers, T( * , X) is a representation of G itself. H(X°, a) 
+ 0 if and only if a > 3. The reproducing kernel QK0 for H(X°, a) is calcu
lated (cf., [2d]) to be 

(2) QKOJ* *) = fP Jtr(z~w*)r\% ^ X o C ^ r ^ V , ?j/2à(rT2dr 

for z, w Gif, which can be evaluated as 

(3) fi^fc w) = ùtrKz ~ w*)rX°K* ~ w*), -<z - w*)̂ )""1. 

Following [6b], we define the Wallach set for G to consist of all (X°, a) such 
that Qxo a given by (3) is positive-definite. 

THEOREM 2. For <wy X°. Then: (i) lfl%=0orl2=0 (so Nx0(a) is 
scalar), then (X°, a) is in the Wallach set for a > 1. (ii) Iflx^0 and l2 =£ 0, 
then (X°, a) is in the Wallach set if a > 2. 

The proof is immediate from (2) and Corollary 2. In Case (i), NK0(OL)~1 

becomes negative for a < 1 ; and in Case (ii),iV^0(a)""1 ceases to be a nonnegative 
operator for a < 2. Therefore, Theorem 2 gives the complete analytic continuation 
of the holomorphic discrete series. The special case X° = 1 (for generic G) is 
due to Rossi and Vergne [6b], and Case (i) appears in [2a] and [4]. Case (ii) 
with 2 < a < 3 yields new Hubert spaces H(X°, a) and new irreducible repre-
sentations of G The parameter a = 3, corresponds to a space H(X , 3) which 
realizes the limit of holomorphic discrete series in the sense of [5]. 

III. New Hardy spaces. Let F(X°) be the space of X° and denote by 
§2(X°, Pj) the Hubert space of all holomorphic F: H-+ V(X°) such that 

mx0j! = SUP Ss+tp llx°0> yf2F(x + Ky + 0)H2 dxdmiy) < <*>. 

THEOREM 3. $2(X0, Px) = H(X°, 3). In particular, §2(X0, Px) # 0. 

The proof follows from Corollary 3 by a Plancherel theorem argument. 
For X° = 1, Theorem 3 is given in [6b]. There, it is also shown that discrete 
points appear in the Wallach set (for X° = 1) beyond the range of analytic con
tinuation. The analytic implementation of such spaces for generic X° is an in
teresting open problem. 
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ERRATUM, VOLUME 82 

Robert Lee Moore, 1882-1974, by R. L. Wilder 

In Volume 82, p. 421, line 14 should read: "analyzes both the form of 
the group of motions, and the underlying space". 
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